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The proposed approach was applied to analyze crankshaft manufacturing process. In this case 
the most important part of the process is a multistage sequence of crankshaft cooling and heat-
ing. This process is presented in gure below with two crucial stages marked in red. The times of 
these stages, i.e. t1 and t2, are parameters considered in SA in the range of 9-11 hours. 

Detailed numerical analysis of sophisticated manufacturing processes requires outstanding 
computing capacities of hardware architectures. This need is caused mainly by irregular shape 
of produced elements, which eliminates symmetrical analysis, as well as by complex description 
of material properties in many scales. In this work we propose to apply High Performance Com-
puting (HPC) infrastructures to perform Sensitivity Analysis (SA) aiming at investigation of inu-
ence of material model parameters on model output. Obtained results will allow to reduce com-
plexity of models used in numerical simulations and optimization of production processes. The 
main attention is put on crankshafts manufacturing, where proper parameter of the production 
process play crucial role in obtaining the optimal properties of nal products. SA methods being 
the part of developed ManuOpti system will be used in this work.

As the model output, the angle of crankshaft deection (Beta_end) was assumed. The results 
obtained from the rst method are presented as means and standard deviations of outputs 
changes. The measures of Factorial Design are called main effects. Both methods conrmed 
larger inuence of t1 parameter than t2. 

The second analysis was also dedicated to investigate inuence of input parameters on the 
angle of crankshaft deection. As the input parameters three following measures were taken 
into account i.e. ow stress, Young modulus and start temperature of normalization. The re-
sults  obtained for both methods and all parameters are presented below with scatterplot of 
the most inuencial measure.

Sensitivity Analysis (SA) investigates the model behavior for varying model parameters [1]. It de-
termines how the variations of input data and parameters inuence model output. The result of 
this investigation is a set of coefficients allowing to compare the effects of particular parameters. 
SA also determines parameters, which can be reduced to simplify the considered model. For the 
purposes of this work two global SA algorithms were selected i.e. Morris Design [2] and Factorial 
Design [3], which are not computationally demanding.
For the efficient SA investigation the library supporting Scalarm platform [4] was developed. 

Scalarm allows to use HPC infrastructures to run many simultaneous simulations across param-
eters space at the same time. The main purpose of the grid-based library is to support applica-
tion of the Scalarm platform to perform SA. There are two stages of the library usage i.e. genera-
tion of input data set and assessment of obtained results by specic SA method. The rst step is 
responsible for data, which usually depends on applied further SA method. Generated input sets 
are stored in text les (XML or CSV format). Afterwards they are passed and executed parallelly 
on the server by Scalarm platform. The collected results are used to estimate sensitivity coeffi-
cients, which is the main objective of the second step of analysis.
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Supporting points during normalization step.

Cooling and heating sequence after forging operations during crankshaft manufacturing.

Results of sensitivity analysis.Scheme of grid-based sensitivity analysis.
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